Killekrankie Battlefield A9 - Extension
Full analysis of the true position of the battle line
27th Aug 2020

Overview
 This presentation highlights the key areas of the battlefield, support by hard evidence that has not been considered
previously. GIS Analytics is being used in a totally new way, using archaeological evidence from the various surveys
of Killiecrankie Battlefield.
 This document is in support of the You Tube Video https://youtu.be/JQvbreB1qHU
 The two presentations (4th and 27th August 2020) raises serious questions of how Transport Scotland have used the
data, to choose the least damaging route through the battlefield for the new A9 carriageway.
 This document should be read in conjunction with our previous document Killiekrankie Battlefield A9 – Extension. Survey
Analysis to establish the true position of the battle. 4th Aug 2020 and video, https://youtu.be/Nu0z2T1etKU
The following is included:– Analysis of the knolls on the left wing of the Scottish Government army. Using archaeology and site inspection of the two
knolls.
– Analysis of different types of 17th century musket fire.
– Analysis of ballistic Trajectory of Musket fired from most probable firing position on slope
– Analysis of further musket balls found in the middle of the battlefield
– Analysis of the governments line on the 1843 OS Map and 1940s aerial photography (pre A9 construction).
– GIS and trajectory analysis for ballistic fire from the centre ground.
– Walking the line of the battle line
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DETERMINATION OF THE POSITION OF THE GOVERNMENT TROOP’s – THE KNOLL





MacKay says “Lieutenant Colonel Lawder was posted advantageously upon the left of all, on a little hill wreathed with trees, with a party of 200 of the choice of our
army”.
Given its commanding view of the governments left wing, the potential for the Jacobite’s to use it for a hidden advance and MacKay’s concern with being
outflanked by the Jacobite’s it seems inconceivable that he wouldn’t have wanted to secure this location. MacKay says “He noticed that Lieutenant Colonel
Balfour’s battalion had advance too far out of line”. Mckay observing that the enemy made no motion to attack as yet. “He took care not to surprise the enemy by
the motion of bringing Balfour’s Battalion back in a line with the rest of the army. In case they should be flanked on the left wing.”
Archeology finds in this area included pistol shot, buckles and buttons, Figure 1. Pistol shot would not have been discharged at a distance of no more than 30m
from the target and more likely at a distance of 10m. While buckles and buttons are all direct evidence of individuals directly on this location. It’s also worth noting
that there are very few finds on the alternative location to the south often cited as the location of the government left wing, Figure 2. GUARD Archaeology say
“'Interestingly most of the recovered munitions appear to be on the north side of the A9 and on those areas which are more topographically even despite the
southern gradient. The presence of the pistol balls in particular would suggest close quarters fighting as the effective range would be 25 -30 m; carbines and pistols
were used by cavalry in the main, while pistols were also largely a weapon used by officers. Many of the recovered munitions revealed evidence of use, with several
containing
surface
indentations,
whilst
others
appeared
completely
flat
having
lost
their
spherical
shape.”
;
Ref
https://www.historyscotland.com/history/significant-finds-made-at-killiecrankie-battle-site-scottish/.
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The Knoll

Figure 1 Knoll and Metal Detecting Finds
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Figure 2 Alternative location of MacKay’s left wing
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DETERMINATION OF THE POSITION OF THE GOVERNMENT TROOP’s – THE CENTRE









Although MacKay was caught by surprise by the advance of the Jacobite army from the high ground he still had time to choose the most advantages position above
the steep ground to the north of the Garry river. MacKay says “He made his battalions march up the face of the hill. Thereby preventing the enemy trapping his
forces between the high ground and the river…. and got ground fair enough to receive the enemy, but not to attack them.”. For MacKay to get the most advantages
position to use the musket to their greatest effect it would have been necessary to position them so that they could fire parallel to slope on which the advancing
Jacobite would approach his positions, thus achieving grazing fire rather than plunging fire, Figure 3.
McKay tells us “The general had already commanded the officers, to begin their firing at the distance of 100 paces [80m] by platoons, to discourage the
approaching Highlanders by meeting them with continual fire.”, Figure 4.
The GIS of the Killiecrankie battfield, https://dsgis.jacobs.com/KilliecrankieBattlefield/, shows the distribution of musket finds from 2003, 2015 and 2018 metal
detecting surveys, Figure 5.
The calculated ballistic trajectories based on DP Millers “Ballistics of 17th Century Muskets” and the above three factors creates a unique geometry from which it is
possible to determine from where the musket shoot could have been fired. It’s possible to rule out the musket shoot being fired from the flat ground near Urrard
House, Figure 6, as this would have required plunging fire which would have passed over the heads of any Jacobite’s within the 80m range ordered by MacKay and
even the 140m effective range. By advancing the point of fire up the slope it becomes possible to determine a point from where fire could have come which
satisfies the above conditions, i.e. maintaining grazing fire, start of fire at 80m as ordered by MacKay, the distribution of musket shoot has found from the metal
detecting and the calculated ballistic trajectory for the musket, Figure 7.
A view shed analysis of the musket finds, as illustrated in Figure 8, also shows that due to the terrain the shot could only have been fired by the government
position directly in front of the slope.
It’s also worth noting that pistol shoot was also found in the Centre area, Figure 5, under discussions and for the same reasons as discussed for the “Knoll” this is
indicative of close combat in the area.
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GRAZING FIRE

PLUNGING FIRE



Figure 3 Grazing and Plunging Fire
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POINT BLANK RANGE = 180m

EFFECTIVE RANGE = 140m

OPTIMUM RANGE = 80m

The distance a musket shoot would travel parallel to the
ground before hitting the ground due to gravity and drag.

The maximum range a skilled musketeer could be
expected to hit a target

Distance MacKay ordered his troops to open fire

Figure 4 Summary of Musket Range
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Figure 5 Distribution of musket and pistol shot in the center
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Figure 6 Ballistic Trajectory of Musket fired from flat ground be Urrard House, requiring plunging to intersect with musket shoot found on slopes

Figure 7 Ballistic Trajectory of Musket fired from most probable firing position on slope
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Figure 8 View shed analysis for musket shot in center, area of green possible firing positions
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DETERMINATION OF THE POSITION OF THE GOVERNMENT TROOP’s – MacKays Left




Visibility analysis performed on the location of the musket ball shows where the musket balls could have been fired, Figure 9 and Figure 10, clearly shows that the
firing position must have been much further forward than suggested by TS.
It should also be noted that there is a complete lack of musket balls found lower on the slope clearly showing the unlikelihood of the government line being in the
position as shown by transport Scotland.
The only location that the government troops could have fired from is on the lower edge of the pink area, Figure 9 and Figure 11. In fact that geometry is such that
we can be confident that the government lines was within a few metres of the position shown.
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Figure 10 Section from Transport Scotland position up to slope towards the musket ball positions
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Advancing Jacobite Soldiers

Figure 11 Calculated position of government line
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The Government Line





Government line was straight as stated by both MacKay and Lochiel. MacKay says “He noticed that Lieutenant Colonel Balfour’s battalion had advance too far out
of line. Mckay observing that the enemy made no motion to attack as yet. “He took care not to surprise the enemy by the motion of bringing Balfour’s Battalion
back in a line with the rest of the army. In case they should be flanked on the left wing. Cameron of Lochiel starts by commenting on McKays Scottish Government
Army, McKay ordered his Battleline, all in one continuous line, without any reserves, three deep only, which made a very long front. McKay’s army consisted of no
less than 3,500 foot and two troops of horse. Having thus formed his lines, McKay commanded his troops, that were much fatigued from the quick march (from
Dunkeld), to sit down upon the ground, in the same order they stood, so that they might be somewhat refreshed.
Fitting a straight line through the positions determined for the Knoll, the centre and MacKays left position it’s possible to propose the government troops line as
presented in Figure 12.
McKay successfully positioned his battle line on the same plain. Looking at the full length of his battle line, there is a 16m drop (0.68° slope) from the left wing of
the Government line from the flat ground by the Knoll to the right wing on the edge of the Girnaig. This is over a total distance of 1.5Km (1459m).
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Figure 12 The governments line on the 1843 OS Map
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